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INTRODUCTION 6 

One of the founding principles of ECO was uniting pastors and congregations around a 7 

common theological core. We affirm that theological consensus and covenant relation-8 

ship around certain essentials is foundational for a healthy church and vital for effective 9 

ministry. As a covenant community centered upon the person and work of Christ Jesus, 10 

our unity and mission are strengthened by a clearly articulated theology that is biblical, 11 

Christ-centered, Reformed, and evangelical.  12 

PROPOSAL 13 

The Essential Tenets1 of ECO are presently divided into three sections: 14 

1. God’s Word: The Authority for Our Confession 15 

2. Trinity and Incarnation: The Two Central Christian Mysteries 16 

3. Essentials of the Reformed Tradition 17 

We present the following rationale for compiling our own ECO Confessional Standards 18 

in concert with this division as well the proposed addition of a fourth section which pro-19 

vides important elements found in the Scriptures but currently weak or missing in the Es-20 

sential Tenets and confessional standards. 21 

We present the following to be declared the theological authority and confessional stand-22 

ards for the Evangelical Covenant Order of Presbyterians:  23 

                                                
1 ECO’s Essential Tenets may be found at:  
http://eco-pres.org/static/media/uploads/resources/Essential%20Tenets/eco-essential-tenets-confessions.pdf 
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1) God’s Word 24 

a) Holy Scripture 25 

2) Ecumenical Distinctives 26 

a) Apostle’s Creed—second to third centuries 27 

b) Nicene Creed—325  28 

3) Reformed Distinctives 29 

a) Scot’s Confession—1560  30 

b) Heidelberg Catechism—1563  31 

c) Westminster Standards—1646  32 

d) Barmen Declaration—1934  33 

4) Evangelical Distinctives [NEW PROPOSAL] 34 

a) Lausanne Covenant2—1974  35 

RATIONALE 36 

Our Reformed and Presbyterian tradition received its primary shape in the patristic peri-37 

od—from the death of the Apostles to 400AD—and the Reformation of the fifteenth cen-38 

tury. The church is called to express its faith in every generation, through every difficulty, 39 

in every setting. The proposed content of our Confessional Standards is intended to re-40 

flect and express our Scriptural foundation, patristic roots, Protestant/Reformed heritage 41 

and evangelical faith and witness.  42 

Scripture:  43 

The Reformed Tradition still stands upon Holy Scripture alone as the only source of its 44 

confession.  All that is confessed in terms of ecumenical, reformed and evangelical con-45 

fessions is subordinate to Scripture.  It is right and imperative that ECO continues to 46 

                                                
2 The Lausanne Covenant was created and adopted in 1974 by 2,300 evangelicals from over 150 countries at the In-

ternational Congress on World Evangelization in Lausanne, Switzerland. The conference was called together by Billy 
Graham and the chair of the committee writing the covenant was chaired by John Stott of the United Kingdom. The 
Lausanne Covenant remains one of the most influential documents in modern Evangelical Christianity. The docu-
ment and numerous articles and study guides may be found at:  

https://www.evernote.com/shard/s229/sh/bcf13b7f-7278-4622-aa56-
621ec8850b0f/0cd3884d73211cdab960ab2edfe8d598 
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stress our biblical foundations and our commitment to the primacy and authority of Scrip-47 

ture. The creeds and confessions of the church do not replace Scripture but endeavour to 48 

express clearly and accurately the Bible’s core teaching and message.  49 

Ecumenical Distinctives:   50 

We believe it is important to stand with the Church universal in its confession of God 51 

Almighty as revealed as Father, Son and Holy Spirit (The Triune nature of God) as well 52 

its confession of Jesus Christ as fully Divine and fully Human (The incarnation of 53 

God).  The Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds have also been affirmed by most Reformed con-54 

fessions since the tradition’s inception in the 16th century. These two creeds unite us 55 

to the church at its foundation and the global church across time and space.  56 

Reformed Distinctives:   57 

We believe it is important to have confessions that are distinctively Reformed and exem-58 

plary of the Reformed faith as defined and expressed in the 16th, 17th and early 20th cen-59 

turies - thus having stood the test of time.  Multiple confessions also show that the Re-60 

formed confession is always subject to scrutiny from God’s Word as well as the need to 61 

confess particular things in light of particular circumstances.  All of these confessions 62 

address both eternal confessional truths as well as current problems needing a theological 63 

response.  None are in and of themselves timeless, complete, or the final word on a Re-64 

formed confession. But we hold they remain, nevertheless, faithful expressions of what 65 

Scripture calls us to know and believe.  66 

Evangelical Distinctives: 67 

We believe that it is important to provide confessional guidance on the content of the 68 

evangelical consensus in our midst, as the definition is far too broad in our contemporary 69 

context and culture.  The addition of a fourth section in our Essential Tenets as well the 70 

confessional addition of the Lausanne Covenant, will allow us to stand on our evangelical 71 

heritage as a church called to both evangelism and social action, for conversion and for 72 

justice, for local and global expressions of the church, and for the gifts of women and 73 

men to be unleashed for the sake of the kingdom.  These distinctives are deeply biblical 74 

and thus fall within the scope of the Reformed tradition - yet we recognize our confes-75 

sional heritage does not address Scripture’s clear and vital teaching on these areas.  We 76 
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hold this should be done clearly and intentionally. The Lausanne Covenant not only does 77 

this powerfully and effectively, it connects us with countless other evangelical churches 78 

who have united around this covenant.  79 

MOTIONS 80 

FIRST, We move the church recognize at its National Gathering/Synod meeting in Janu-81 

ary 2018 the following creeds, confessions, declaration, and covenant to be the confes-82 

sional standards of the Covenant Order of Evangelical Presbyterians: 83 

• Apostle’s Creed—second to third century 84 

• Nicene Creed—325  85 

• Scot’s Confession—1560  86 

• Heidelberg Confession—1563  87 

• Westminster Standards—1646  88 

• Barmen Declaration—1934  89 

• Lausanne Covenant—1974  90 

SECOND, We request that modern language versions of these Confessions be approved 91 

and utilized for the sake of education and understanding. 92 

THIRD, We move the commissioning of a fourth section of the Essential Tenets to reflect 93 

the Evangelical Distinctives representative of the Lausanne Covenant and the Core Val-94 

ues of ECO.  We request a first draft be available for denominational reflection and dis-95 

cussion for the National Gathering of 2019 and available for a vote at the Synod meeting 96 

in January 2020.3 97 

                                                
3 While the Bible contains many verses referring to missions, evangelism, and justice issues these are all but complete-

ly absent from these creeds and confessions. As our confessional statements are meant to articulate the central and 
vital teachings of Scripture and as our Essential Tenets are intended to express those cardinal elements in the con-
fessions around which we unite in covenant relationship, it is crucially important that Scripture’s teaching on missions, 
evangelism, and justice issues be included in our Confessional Standards. Thus we seek the inclusion of the Lau-
sanne Covenant and an expansion of the Essential Tenets to ensure Scripture’s teaching on these areas is a part of 
our faith and covenant community.  
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FOURTH, We move that any necessary corrections be made to ECO Polity and Essential 98 

Tenets documents to reflect our adoption of the Confessional Standards and its replacing 99 

of the Book of Confessions.4 100 

FIFTH, We move that the Constitution of The Covenant Order of Evangelical Presbyteri-101 

ans (ECO) consist of our Confessional Standards5 and our Essential Tenets and our Poli-102 

ty. The specific content and order of the Constitution of The Covenant Order of Evangeli-103 

cal Presbyterians (ECO) would be as follows:  104 

1) The document entitled Confessional Standards6 105 

2) Apostles Creed 106 

3) Nicene Creed 107 

4) Scot’s Confession 108 

5) Heidelberg Catechism 109 

6) Westminster Standards (Confession, Larger and Shorter Catechisms)  110 

7) Theological Declaration of Barmen 111 

8) Lausanne Covenant 112 

9) Essential Tenets of ECO 113 

10) Polity of ECO 114 

                                                
4 For example, the first paragraph under Confessional Standards in the Essential Tenets document will need to be 

rewritten to reflect the adoption of new standards. There are a number of similar statements that will need to be 
made, none of which are controversial or bring change to the content and spirit of the Essential Tenets or our con-
fessional standards. These changes simply seek to provide consistent and accurate language throughout our consti-
tution and defining documents.  

5 Currently The Constitution of the Evangelical Order of Presbyterians consists of the Essential Tenets and Polity. No 
creed or confession is currently part of the constitution. The Essential Tenets mentions the “secondary authority” of 
the confessions and we believe including them in the constitution will clarify and facilitate how this is so.  

6 This document is currently part of the Essential Tenets and immediately follows them. We believe it is a profoundly 
helpful statement on the purpose and use of confessions in the Reformed Tradition and in ECO and will provide an 
excellent introduction to the confessions in the first part of the Constitution. The title of this document will expand to 
include the entire portion of the constitution that includes the creeds, confessions, and essential tenets. The new 
constitution will not include the document currently attached to the Essential Tenets and Confessional Standards 
document entitled Appendix: A Proposal for Ongoing Theological Conversations.  

The Confessional Standards document will need some revision to reflect our replacing the Book of Confessions with 
our new constitution, and our eliminating the Second Helvetic, Confession of 1967, and the Brief Statement of faith 
and adding the Lausanne Covenant (see motion four above). See also Appendix—The Relationship Between Our 
Confessions and the Essential Tenets at the end of this document.  
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SIXTH, We move that the Theology Task Force of ECO continually engage with the de-115 

nomination as a whole for continual examination of and, where necessary, revision of the 116 

Essential Tenets for theological integrity as well as clarity and comprehension.  Proposed 117 

changes to the Essential Tenets shall still unfold by our stated ECO polity as a Presbytery 118 

initiative supported by another Presbytery and being decided at the Synod level.  Yet the 119 

Theology Task Force shall be invited to receive, consider and respond to theological 120 

questions and concerns raised by the churches as a form of confessional guidance.  It is 121 

imperative to continually ensure that our confession is biblically faithful, consistent with 122 

our creeds and confessions, and understandable by the covenant partners and ordained 123 

leaders of our congregations.124 



Appendix 125 

A: The Relationship Between Our Confessions and the Essential Tenets  126 

Understanding the relationship between Scripture, the creeds and confessions of the 127 

church, and our Essential Tenets is vitally important for our covenant relationship across 128 

ECO and for its collective witness and mission. As the church considers the motions pre-129 

sented above it is important this be done with an understanding of the purpose of confes-130 

sions and how they relate to both Scripture and the Essential Tenets.  131 

The Reformed tradition—and thus the Presbyterian Church—is confessional by nature. 132 

From their first days Reformed churches have written confessions articulating what they 133 

believe, what the Scripture teaches, and addressing specific problems, errors, and situa-134 

tions. These confessions were parochial and limited. The Reformed tradition never creat-135 

ed a single unifying confession of faith to be affirmed by all people in all churches in all 136 

countries. Rather it was expected that specific churches and/or collections of them would 137 

confess their faith and describe what they believed in their own setting. For Presbyterians 138 

this began with the Scots Confession and continues to this very day as we in ECO seek to 139 

determine the confessional standards that will define and guide our particular church fam-140 

ily.  141 

Yet to say we are a confessional church tells only part of the story. Our tradition is not 142 

just confessional it is biblical and it is the Bible more than the confessions that gives 143 

shape to our beliefs and actions. As important as our confessions are in articulating what 144 

we hold true these expressions of faith are secondary authorities under the written word 145 

of God. The Bible remains the authoritative source of all we hold true, all that we believe, 146 

and all that we seek to be and do. The confessions and our confessional character do not 147 

weaken this perspective but enhance and affirm it by bearing witness to the primacy of 148 

Scripture: 149 
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As we believe and confess the Scriptures of God sufficient to instruct and make 150 

perfect the man of God, so do we affirm and avow their authority to be from 151 

God.7 152 

The whole counsel of God, concerning all things necessary for his own glory, 153 

man’s salvation, faith, and life, is either expressly set down in Scripture, or by 154 

good and necessary consequence may be deduced from Scripture: unto which 155 

nothing at any time is to be added, whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or 156 

traditions of men.8  157 

The written Word … proclaims the saving gospel of Jesus Christ, and graciously 158 

teaches all that is necessary for faith and life. We glorify God by recognizing and 159 

receiving His authoritative self-revelation, both in the infallible Scriptures of the 160 

Old and New Testaments and also in the incarnation of God the Son.9  161 

But such affirmations raise important questions. If we are a biblically based church and 162 

Scripture provides “all things necessary” for the faith and life, what need have we of con-163 

fessions? This enquiry may take different forms and use different words but the basic 164 

question is clear and pressing: what need and what use are the confessions if the Bible is 165 

a higher authority and we have within its pages all we need to glorify God and live as he 166 

commands? Should we not simply declare the Bible is our creed and confession?  167 

Of course any have chosen perspective before us. But in spite of its proper piety and in-168 

tentional honouring of Scripture it is actually problematic and thus a less than helpful ap-169 

proach. There are a number of reasons for this. First, to say “we have no creed but the 170 

Bible” is in actual use always inaccurate. For anytime one interprets a Bible passage, or 171 

summarizes a biblical idea or command, a theological confession of faith has been made. 172 

Every sermon, Bible study, or Sunday school class—unless it consists exclusively in 173 

reading Scripture—are theological statements, declarations, and confessions. This results 174 

                                                
7 Scots Confession, Chapter XIX.  
8 Westminster Confession, Chap. 1, paragraph 6.  
9 Essential Tenets, Section 1.  
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in countless confessions and theological statements none of which are considered authori-175 

tative or understood to express a common and agreed upon unity.  176 

Second, and building upon this, to have no creed or confession declared authoritative 177 

means there are countless confessions held individually, uncritically, and arbitrarily ex-178 

pressed. For every believer (and every church!) has a confession of faith, a summary of 179 

what they believe and understand the faith to mean. Theology does not cease to exist 180 

when a church rejects creeds and confessions. Their theological position just remains 181 

subjective, ill defined and unintentional.   182 

Third, replacing creeds and confessions with a “Scripture only” approach actually makes 183 

the message of Scripture less certain and less clear. Confessions are not only drawn from 184 

the Bible they point back to it providing clarity, interpretive insight, and proper focus to 185 

our use and reading of the Bible. The confessions are necessary to express and affirm the 186 

Bible’s teaching, to make clear its focus and center, and to succinctly and accurately 187 

summarize the word God has given us in its pages.  188 

Fourth, rejecting this clarity given by the confessions renders every verse and passage 189 

equally valid, equally essential, and equally applicable.  The Old Testament law becomes 190 

as relevant as the New Testament Gospel and the laws regarding dietary restrictions as 191 

valid as the Sermon on the Mount. As soon as one makes a distinction, as soon as one 192 

declares a priority such as Luke over Leviticus or John over Jonah one is making a theo-193 

logical statement about the center and message of the Bible. Yet again, this statement re-194 

mains personal and usually held without critical thought, careful reflection, or public 195 

scrutiny. An authoritative confession allows the church to corporately, openly, and care-196 

fully express what it believes the Bible to say and hold most important. And this actually 197 

makes the Bible more useful as its message is more fully understood and its various por-198 

tions given their proper, witness and authority.  199 

The Bible is vast, multi-faceted, and multi-layered. It contains long accounts of historical 200 

record. It presents songs and poems written across centuries. It describes genealogical 201 

lists that extend for chapters. It describes countless heroes of the faith and the ungodly 202 

villains who resisted them. It tells the story of ancient Israel as well as the birth of the 203 
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church. All this adds up to present a vast and diverse narrative. A modern English Bible 204 

will likely contain roughly three-quarters of a million words and extend well over a thou-205 

sand pages. A good study Bible may contain as many as sixty thousand notes providing 206 

explanation, insights, and interpretive guidance to all that is expressed.10 Across the 207 

breadth of these pages are many messages, numerous teachings, and countless commands. 208 

But the Bible is more than a vast anthology of diverse thought and genres. It describes—209 

even reveals—through its many pages a central and controlling center, a clear message, 210 

and certain aim. The Scriptures, through all their rich diversity of texts and styles, authors 211 

and genres points not to itself as the center of our faith but another living center. The 212 

written word of God unveils to us the living Word of God.  213 

For all the authority and importance we believe Scripture to possess we are not a biblical-214 

ly centered church. We are a Christ centered church. We hold that the person and work of 215 

Jesus Christ is the heart and core of the Bible. We hold that the message of the Bible is 216 

about him and all he did to reconcile us to God. The even the most cursory reading of the 217 

Bible reveals there are certain passages that declare and explain this center more clearly 218 

and precisely than others. We hold, without doubt or reservation, that “every scripture is 219 

inspired by God and useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in 220 

righteousness.”11 But not every passage speaks with equal clarity of Jesus Christ, his in-221 

carnation, his saving work, and thus, his gospel. Not every passage proclaims him or ex-222 

plains him with the same precision and clarity.  223 

The goal and responsibility of the confessions is to glean from Scripture its essential mes-224 

sage, its central and defining points, its ultimate truths, and then express these in a 225 

thoughtful, ordered, and cogent manner. The confessions do not, indeed cannot, express 226 

all Scripture declares. Nor do they attempt to summarize all the Bible declares. Instead 227 

they present, in careful order, a thoughtful summary of the central message and meaning 228 

of Scripture.   229 

                                                
10 The ESV Study Bible contains approximately 757,000 words of the actual biblical text with additional 1.1 million 

words of explanation and teaching spread across over 2,700 pages. The NET Bible has 60,932 translation, textual, 
and interpretive reference notes.  

11 2 Timothy 3:16.  
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How then do we summarize the relationship between the Scriptures and the confessions? 230 

First, this relationship is hierarchical. The Bible has absolute authority over the creeds 231 

and confessions of the church. “The confessions are not final authorities; Scripture is the 232 

authority that measures all doctrinal, confessional, and theological expression.”12 Second, 233 

this relationship is focusing. The confessions do not say all the Scriptures say and teach 234 

but focus on particular points that are deemed uniquely vital for the church’s faith, life, 235 

and mission. The confessions help the church focus on the essential truths. The confes-236 

sions are faithful and accurate summaries of what the Bible teaches us to do and believe. 237 

Third, this relationship is explanatory—the confessions explain, interpret, and connect 238 

the central teachings of Scripture. Having been drawn from Scripture its essential and vi-239 

tal truths the confessions in turn teach us what is central in the Bible and enable them to 240 

be more easily understood, taught, and proclaimed.  241 

This leads us to discuss the relationship of ECO’s Essential Tenets to both the confes-242 

sional standards and the Scriptures. It is first important to understand that the concept and 243 

practice of essential tenets has had a long and problematic history in our Presbyterian 244 

family. While the details of this controversy are complex at the heart was a reluctance to 245 

reduce the dynamic gospel down to a list of axioms or simple statements that one de-246 

clared true.  For the Christian faith is not defined by holding the right facts but by being 247 

brought into a right relationship with God. This vibrant relationship cannot be reduced to 248 

brief statements and axioms anymore than a marriage relationship can be reduced to a 249 

few rules about being a good spouse. Thus Presbyterians have always been reluctant to 250 

step away from the longer, more detailed confessions and replace them with a short list of 251 

specific beliefs.  252 

This reluctance waned—and was finally broken—by the theological controversies tearing 253 

apart the PC (USA). Growing doctrinal ambivalence and the ever-expanding unwilling-254 

ness to name any belief as essential made it increasingly clear to many that some sort of 255 

doctrinal clarity and definition was required. Amid this context of theological confusion 256 

many came to believe that certain essentials of faith could be named and, indeed, must be 257 

                                                
12 Confessional Standards section of the Essential Tenets.  
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named.  And though we in ECO hold this to be true the fact must not be lost that this has 258 

never happened in the history of Presbyterianism.  259 

 This makes it all the more important that we understand the function of the Essential 260 

Tenets and their relationship with the confessions and Scripture from which they are 261 

drawn. It is vitally important to understand that the Essential Tenets were not written to 262 

supersede the confessions of the church nor were they written to replace them becoming 263 

the church’s new confession:  264 

The essential tenets call out for explication, not as another confession, but as in-265 

dispensable indicators of confessional convictions about what Scripture leads us 266 

to believe and do. Essential tenets do not replace the confessions, but rather wit-267 

ness to the confessions’ common core. This document is thus intended not as a 268 

new confession but as a guide to the corporate exploration of and commitment to 269 

the great themes of Scripture and to the historic Reformed confessions that set 270 

forth those themes.13  271 

While their content rightly has a confessional form and while they faithfully express what 272 

the Scripture teaches the function of the Essential Tenets is different than the confessions. 273 

Their purpose is to “call out” not all the Reformed tradition or ECO believes but certain 274 

“indispensible indicators of confessional convictions” around which we unite and stand. 275 

Thus their function is not primarily that of a summary of what the Bible teaches—the 276 

confessions sufficiently and authoritatively do this. Rather they function “as a guide to 277 

corporate…conviction to the great themes of Scripture and the historic Reformed confes-278 

sions” which we hold indispensable to our witness and life together.  The Essential Ten-279 

ets of ECO rightly and accurately express central beliefs of our Presbyterian heritage, but 280 

even more they function as the points of agreement around which we in ECO unite in 281 

covenant relationship and corporate witness.   282 

Do the Essential Tenets express all the Reformed tradition holds true or the Bible teaches? 283 

Certainly not! But that is not the point and has never been their purpose or intent. Emerg-284 

ing from a context of profound theological uncertainty and relativism it was felt neces-285 
                                                
13 Essential Tenets, second paragraph.  
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sary the church boldly express certain essential articles of faith, not only for the sake of 286 

clarity but for the sake of uniting a new fellowship around a common theological center 287 

drawn from the Scriptures and the creeds and confessions of our tradition. This is the 288 

primary function of the Essential Tenets.  289 

How might we illustrate the relationship of Scripture, the confessions, and the Essential 290 

Tenets? If a church were presenting its finances to an outside accountant for audit it 291 

would provide a spreadsheet giving every detail of the church’s financial situation. This 292 

may well cover multiple accounts, many line items, and countless pages of information 293 

and detail. But when the finance team meets to determine the next year’s budget this 294 

amount of information is far more than is needed. The information is condensed to the 295 

main accounts and areas of ministry. But this may need to be condensed even further as 296 

the monthly meeting of session needs even less information. The vast amount of detail 297 

needed for a careful audit is vastly more than a session requires at its monthly meeting. 298 

For this the essential financial realities of a church’s life and ministry may be condensed 299 

to a singe page. Each of these three perspectives reflect the theological standards in our 300 

church. The Bible is the vast, true, and authoritative statement that provides all we need 301 

to know and do for godliness. It is before these standards that we will one day be “audit-302 

ed.” But to be practically effective, to aid the church in presenting this word and witness, 303 

this vast word is reduced to its central and defining areas. These are the confessions. 304 

They do not express all the Bible sets forth but they do (or should!) express its essence 305 

and center. And finally, the relational, day-to-day financial realities correspond to our 306 

Essential Tenets. This single page is obviously not all one might say about our relational 307 

and ministry life but they faithfully and accurately reflect our life together and commit-308 

ment together. They function as a unifying statement guiding daily life and practice.   309 

In the end, Scripture, our creeds and confessions, and the Essential Tenets work in unison 310 

and harmony to clarify not only our faith and mission but also our covenant relationship. 311 

The Bible remains the defining authority. Our faith is drawn from and shaped by what we 312 

hold to be the written word of God. The confessions, in so far as they faithfully and accu-313 

rately express the Bible’s message are secondary authorities that aid the church’s under-314 

standing, witness, and teaching. The Essential Tenets, drawn from both the Bible and the 315 
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confessions, expresses those essential elements of Reformed theology, which we hold to 316 

be indispensable to our united ministry and covenant relationship. Together these not on-317 

ly unite our church family they define and declare the message we proclaim and the 318 

shape of our lives in this world.  319 


